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The latest technologies and techniques
in the production and issue of
banknotes, e-passports, ID cards,
visas and other documents across
Latin America and the Caribbean
www.hsp-latinamerica.com

“High level presentations – and
the exhibition hall was excellent.
Congratulations to the organisers.”
Banco Central do Brazil

Welcome

Latin America is a region that defies
convention, characterised by a diverse and
changing political landscape. This creates
many interesting challenges and – as a result –
many new ideas and novel approaches as well.

This is what makes High Security Printing such
a vibrant and rewarding experience. Now in
its sixth year, the event plays host to a series of
fascinating case studies and informed debates
on how to optimise banknotes, e-passports and
identity documents.
Our 2017 programme will once again feature an
extended programme – including four sessions
focused on currency and four dedicated to ID and
secure documents – allowing delegates the chance
to explore their particular areas of expertise.
But it’s the chance to meet security experts from
across the industry that makes this event so
popular – with an international audience of nearly
300 government specialists, security printers and
technology suppliers. Over three days, this presents
many opportunities to establish new contacts, share
opinions and discover new solutions.
We look forward to welcoming you to
Guatemala City in June.
Pamela Alba, Conference Director

Topics
Regional developments in document security
Currency features and substrates
Travel documentation technologies and features
Printing and production technologies
Anti-counterfeiting, document verification
and enforcement
New developments in ID cards and
breeder documents
Licences and vehicle registration

For more details or to secure your
place, visit www.hsp-latinamerica.com

Who Should Attend
Governments

Specialist Service Providers
& Equipment Suppliers

Central banks
Banknote issuing authorities

State printing works

Issuers of passports, ID and travel documents

Commercial high security printers
Suppliers of substrates, security features and biometrics

Regulators/Enforcement

Suppliers and integrators of passport and ID systems

Law enforcement agencies

Pre-press, printing, finishing and inspection
equipment manufacturers

Document examiners
Border and immigration control

Suppliers of specialist services for the security printing
and ID markets

Counterfeit analysts

Who Attended in 2016
Over 296 delegates from 120 organisations and 35 countries attended High Security Printing in Mexico City.
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10 Reasons to Attend
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Discover new ways to secure banknotes and government documents
Investigate the latest products, innovations and security features
Talk with over 40 specialist technology suppliers
Join the debate and better understand the challenges faced by issuers

USA & Canada

300
security
professionals

Share ideas with informed security professionals from across the industry
Ask 40 international speakers about their personal experience
Enhance your technical knowledge in our professional development seminars
Learn practical lessons through best practice examples
Establish new contacts and expand your network

10 Gain an insight into the issues across Latin America and the Caribbean

45
international
speakers

120
organisations

Programme

Tuesday, 20 June

Welcome Address
Presidencia
Banco de Guatemala

The Regional High Security Document Landscape
Artificial Development of Banknotes:
New Developments in the Bank of Mexico
Maestra Sandra Zepeda
Banco de México

Colombia’s New Family of Banknotes
Jorge Humberto Pedraza Alvarez
Banco de la República de Colombia

Developing a Trusted Identity Environment –
Costa Rica’s New National ID Card
Luis Antonio Bolaños Bolaño
Registro Civil, Tribunal Supremo de Elecciones (Costa Rica)

Currency

Currency Developments
Performance of Security Elements in the
Lifecycle of a Banknote: Peruvian Case
Alejandro Rozas Alosilla Velasco
Banco Central de Reserva del Perú

Identity

Developments eID and ePassports
Ecuadorian National eID Card and
eGovernment Initiative
Instituto Geográfico Militar de Ecuador

The Success of El Salvador’s Initiative to
Remove $1 Bills from Circulation
Cesar Roney Fuentes

The New European Union Laissez-Passer – Challenges
for Organisations Issuing Electronic Travel Documents
Francis Deschrijvere

Banco Central de Reserva de El Salvador

European Commission (EU)

De-risking the Adoption of Guardian® Polymer
Substrate: the Nicaraguan Case Study
Gustavo Ascenzo

Topical Gender Issues with ID Documents –
Not Everyone Fits in a Box
Narumi Pereira

Innovia Security (Australia)

Brazilian Society of Forensic Sciences (Brasil)

The Core of Cash – Choice and Inclusion for All
Barna Barabas
International Currency Association

Currency Features

Integrated Identity System and
Travel Documents in Chile
Servicio de Registro Civil e Identificación & Ministerio de
Relaciones Exteriores (Chile)

Securing Travel and ID Documents

Surface: The Evolution of
1st Level Features for the Public
Yadira Sierra

How to Increase Physical and Digital Security in
Government ID Documents with the Help of Smartphones
Sergio Dawidowicz

Crane Currency (USA)

OVD Kinegram (Switzerland)

Perspectives on Securing Currency

Security Inks and Stitching Threads for Passports
Nick Cooper

De La Rue (UK)

Galaxy: Where Advanced Technology Meets Banknotes
Giesecke & Devrient/Louisenthal (Germany)

Luminescence (UK)

New Security Features for New Passports
Paloma Varela
Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre (Spain)

Avalon – the Next Step of Fluorescence
Thomas Grimaud

New Security Trends for the Third Page of Passport
Booklets

Oberthur Fiduciaire (France)

SURYS (France)

For the latest changes and additions
to the programme, visit
www.hsp-latinamerica.com

Wednesday, 21 June

Technology and Innovation
LASINK™ – Secure Colour Personalisation for
Polycarbonate Documents

Social Audit of Alcoholic Beverages through QR Codes
Cesar Perales

Oberthur Technologies (France)

Mexico Revenue Authority – SAT (Mexico)

Authentix Jewel: How Disaggregation is Driving
Innovation
Tim Driscoll
Authentix (USA)

Currency

Design, Production and Print

Identity

Security Document Panorama

Designing for Success: a Collaborative Approach for
New Series Development
Sean Pemberton

Mexico’s Tax Stamps, Licences,
and Vehicle Registration
Mauricio Castro

Canadian Banknote Company (Canada)

Formas Inteligentes (Mexico)

The Dark Side of Banknotes, Illuminated by Snowfish
Jan-Dirk Enschedé

Leading the Way in Latin America – El Salvador’s
Electronic Driving Licence, Vehicle Registration and Tax
Payment Scheme

PNO Global (Netherlands)

New Scenarios for the New FNMT Paper Mill
Antonio Olmos
Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre (Spain)

SERTRACEN (El Salvador)

Does My Security Document Need a Watermark?
If So, What Kind?
Carlos Robles
Rolland (Canada)

Intaglio: the Banknote Essentials of all Time
Patricia Coultas

Protecting Brands and Identities,
a De La Rue Perspective

SICPA (Switzerland)

De La Rue (UK)

Cash Efficiencies and Logistics

Digital, Mobile and eServices

High Security Coins as a Cost-Saving
Opportunity for Central Banks
Mark Blizard

From Enrolment to Final Delivery – Requirements to
Secure Data Capture and Despatch of ID Documents
Luis Raul Vidales Martinez

Jarden Zinc (USA)

Otto Künnecke (Germany)

Re-Engineering Currency Logistics at the
Central Bank of Guatemala
Steven Glude

Physical and Mobile Identities:
How to Peacefully Co-Exist
Jorge Castrillo

Productivity Systems International (USA)

HID Global (USA)

Reducing the Carbon Footprint of Cash Circulation
Bo Holmgreen

ID Chips in Modern E-Documents

GreenCash (USA)

The SmartSafe Revolution
Brendan Burge
Counting on Currency (Canada)

Masktech (Germany)

PKI Services and Credentials on eIDs and their
Role in Multi-Application Card Programs
Andres Chenevard
Infineon Technologies (Germany)

Formas Inteligentes has over 50 years’ experience innovating in security printing.
We are experts in combining different techniques (holography, high security inks offset,
flexo, silkscreen and intaglio, exclusive papers, cold and hot stamping, laser cuts, braille
printing, QR high security codes, RFID integrations, etc) to develop any product that
meets your needs and exceeds your expectations.

Silver

Gold

Gold

Platinum

Our Sponsors

Specialist Supplier Exhibition

Our dedicated exhibition brings specialist suppliers and delegates together to discuss the latest
innovations in security printing, papers and inks, optical and digital security features and authentication.

Learn about our exhibitors at www.hsp-latinamerica.com

Media Partners

Durability of
Banknote Substrates
and Banknotes
Pre-Conference Seminar 1:

Monday 19 June 2017 | 09:00-12:00
The variety of banknotes is as varied as their number in circulation as
no two are the same! How should they be specified and what are the
tests that can be applied to ensure their specification is met? What
tolerance should be allowed? How can new features be tested in
advance for durability and performance? What circulation simulation
systems have been developed and how good are they at predicting
results in the field? And is there a case for the industry to develop a
standard test for predicting durability?
The seminar will review the testing regimes for banknote substrates
– covering their strengths and weaknesses – and explore whether
they are fit for purpose. It will also cover whether the substrates are
meeting the specifications, and whether those specification are the
best they can be.
The objective of the seminar is both educational and developmental,
and will encourage open debate on how the current situation can
be improved and how, in particular, test or series of tests can be
established that will predict fairly accurately how a new banknote or
series will perform in circulation.
It will be led by Dr David Tidmarsh of Reconnaissance International, a
veteran of substrates and features in the banknote industry, supported
by a number of experts from substrate suppliers and users.

Methods of Counterfeiting
of Travel and Identity
Documents
Pre-Conference Seminar 2:

Monday 19 June 2017 | 14:00-17:00
Using real-life cases, this seminar will offer a practical overview
of the various methods used for altering, tampering with and
counterfeiting of passports and ID documents. It will look at
commercially available products that can be used in counterfeits,
and how these products can deceive both professional and
layman into believing the item is genuine. The discussion will
also encompass the examination, comparing and contrasting of
genuine security documents and commercial products as well as
high-end examples of simulated features in paper, print, plastic
and OVDs, and how people respond to such examinations.
The workshop will be presented by one of the leading State
Document Fraud Examination Centres in the world and will
give participants an opportunity to discuss in detail the latest
techniques used by document examiners to deter altered and
counterfeit travel and identity documents.

For more details, visit www.hsp-latinamerica.com
Fee: $480 for one seminar
Add the second seminar for just $225

Government
delegates
attend for

FREE
Post-Conference Tour
Tour of the Guatemalan
Numismatic Museum

In 1733 the first coin was minted in
Guatemala. 141 years would have to go
by before the population of the country
would see the first bill issued locally. The
monetary pieces incorporate a nominal
value immersed in a highly artistic and
historic merit.
Its study leads to the learning of the
different eras of the issuing country,
the most important and transcendental
events which are indicative of its
economy, commerce, customs, religions,
political history and the art throughout the
different generations.
The Banco de Guatemala hopes to
contribute to the preservation and
diffusion of national culture in the
operation of this museum and is happy
to offer the delegates of the High
Security Printing conference a tour of its
numismatic heritage.

Awards
The regional winners of the Best
Banknote and Best ID Document will be
revealed at a special presentation during
the conference. These awards recognise
oustanding achievement in the production
and implementation of banknotes and ID
or travel documents.
To nominate a project, visit
www.hsp-latinamerica.com

Social and
Networking Events
Three social events are included as
part of the conference, providing the
perfect opportunity to meet other
delegates and make new contacts in a
more informal setting.
These include a welcome cocktail
reception on the evening of Monday
19 June, the conference dinner on
Tuesday 20 June and farewell drinks
when the conference concludes on
Wednesday 21 June.

REGISTER ONLINE

www.hsp-latinamerica.com

“A great opportunity
to get to know new
technologies.”
Federal District Civil Police, Questioned
Documents Forensic Unit (Brazil)

LATIN
AMERICA
Useful Information
Registration

Travel and Accommodation

To be part of High Security Printing 2017, go to
www.hsp-latinamerica.com to book online or download
an order form.

Delegates are responsible for arranging their own travel
and accommodation. Details of special booking rates
and how to make your hotel reservation can be found
at www.hsp-latinamerica.com

Fees
Standard*: $2,565
Late booking: $2,850
*Available until 7 April 2016

Discounts and Concessions
Regional Delegates
Standard*: $1,655
Late booking: $1,838
*Available until 7 April 2017
Applies to delegates who permanently
live and work in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Government Delegates (Issuing Authorities)
First two delegates: attend for free
Additional delegates: state enterprise rate applies
Applies to government issuing authorities such as passport
agencies, immigration authorities and central banks.

State Enterprise Delegates
Standard*: $837
Late booking: $930
*Available until 7 April 2017
Applies to 100% state-owned enterprises, such as printers and paper mills,
based in Latin America or the Caribbean.

Pre-Conference Seminar Fees
One seminar: $480
Two seminars: $705
Government delegates: FREE

Fees do not include travel, visas, accommodation
or accompanying spouse or social partner fees
for the cocktails/conference dinner.

Venue
The 2017 conference will take place at the Westin Camino
Real in Guatemala City.
The first hotel in Guatemala to be awarded 5 stars, the
Westin Camino Real offers spectacular rooms and facilities in
the heart of Guatemala City.
Guests will enjoy a choice of three fine restaurants and
bars, pool and fitness facilities (complete with tennis
courts), complimentary high-speed internet and excellent
business and conference facilities.

Here to Help
If you have any questions about the conference,
contact the conference team:
Pamela Alba, Conference Director
Rhiannon Lewis, Conference Manager
Sara Rogers, Conference Co-ordinator
Tel: +44 (0)1932 785 680
Fax: +44 (0)1932 780 790
Email: events@reconnaissance-intl.com

Other Information
Conference Language: The conference will be
conducted in English and Spanish.
Your Conference Organiser: The event is organised
by Reconnaissance, the leading source of business
intelligence for authentication, security printing
and holography. Visit www.reconnaissance.net
Release: The organisers accept no liability for personal
injury or any loss of or damage to delegates’ personal
effects. We reserve the right to cancel, modify or
postpone the event without prior notice and to refuse
admission to any person (with payments refunded).

RECONNAISSANCE INTERNATIONAL
10 Windmill Business Village
Brooklands Close, Sunbury-on-Thames
TW16 7DY, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1932 785 680
Fax: +44 (0)1932 780 790
Email: events@reconnaissance-intl.com
www.reconnaissance.net

Terms and Conditions: Visit www.reconnaissance.net for
full terms and conditions

